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where the momentum independent coefficient is
not important for our purposes but can be cal-
culated. A1.so, relativistic effects and differences
between proton and neutron densities have been
neglected. The important point about Eq. (1) is
the factor 1/P'. This arises because the nucleon
pair must transfer their excess energy momen-
tum to the nucleus via the static optical potential
before they can become a real deuteron in the
final state. In the bulk of relativistic heavy ion
collisions the projectile and target interact so
strongly and quickly that one can no longer speak
of a static nuclear optical potential. This pro-
duction mechanism can probably be ruled out.
Schwarzschild and Zupancic' then pointed out

that, independent of the detailed production
mechanism, the deuteron density d'n, /dp' should
be proportional to the square of the proton density
(d'n~/dP')~ The. coefficient may be momentum
dependent (perhaps only weakly so) and will de-
pend on details of the mechanism. This state-
ment of a "square law" behavior is just a re-
flection of the final state phase space assumed.
A pair of independent nucleons in the final state
somehow transfer energy momentum to the rest
of the system to form a deuteron. See Fig. (1).
The derivation of the coalescence model for

deuterons goes as follows. " Let yd'n„/dP' be
the relativistically invariant momentum space
density for nucleons before coalescence into
deuterons. %e assume that protons and neutrons
have equal densities but the formulas can be
generalized to include the nonequal cases. Con-
sider a sphere in momentum space centered at p
and with a radius Po The probability for finding
one primary nucleon in this sphere is

1 4m, d'nN
Po V dp3 7

where M is the mean nucleon multiplicity. The
purely statistical probability for finding two nu-
cleons in this sphere is

P„(2)=( )P'(1—P)" '. .

If MI'«1 andM» 1 then the last factor is ap-
proximately one. Hence

d'n, 1 4m, ~ d'n„
dP' 23 'FdP'

If we also take into account spin and isospin then
the formula becomes

d'n„3 4m, )' d'n~& d'n„
y dp' =

4 3 p"'iy dp'll y dp'

The unspecified parameter P, is a number to
be taken from fits of this formula to experi--
mental data. In principle P, could depend on p,
but then this simple momentum phase space model
would have no predictive power. Note that Eq. (5)
applies for a single impact parameter.
At this point one might ask what the mechanism

is that allows a pair of free nucleons to coalesce
into a deuteron. Mathematically this model says
that whenever a proton and a neutron are within
a momentum -Po of each other and in the correct
spin state then they will coalesce. P, is not pre-
dicted by the model, but assumed to be on the
order of the Fermi momentum of the deuteron.
Energy-momentum conservation during coales-
cence is not considered to be a problem because
the deuteron is so weakly bound. After all, in
the initial state of the heavy ion collision the
nucleons are off their mass shell by -S MeV,
there may be multiple two or three body collisions
in the intermediate state as well as virtual pions
to boost a final state deuteron on to its mass
shell.
An advantage of the momentum space coales-

cence model is its generality. It is pure phase
space and statistics and makes no assumptions
about the details of theproduction mechanism.
This is also a limitation since it cannot predict
how P, varies with projectile and target size,
beam energy, or even whether P, is really inde-
pendent of deuteron momentum.

X
FIG. 1. Schematic for the production of a deuteron in

the final state of a relativistic collision between two
heavy nuclei.

III. THERMODYNAMIC MODEL

The thermodynamic model' accounts for light
composite particle production by assuming that
the projectile and target nuclei or portions there-
of form an intermediate complex, or fireball, "

LHC

Thermal model

• Hadrons emitted from the interaction region in statistical 
equilibrium once the chemical freeze-out temperature is 
reached 

• Key parameter is chemical freeze-out temperature Tchem 

• Abundance of a species ∝ 
➡ For hypernuclei (large m) strong dependence on Tchem

Coalescence model

• (Anti-)baryons close in phase space at the kinetic 
freeze-out can form a (anti-)(hyper-)nucleus 

• (Anti-)(hyper-)nuclei formed at the chemical freeze-out: 
- might break up 
- regenerate in the time interval between chemical and 

kinetic freeze-out J. I. Kapusta, Phys.Rev. C21, 1301 (1980)  
J. Steinheimer et al. Phys. Lett. B 714, 85-91 (2012)

e

⇣
� m

Tchem
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! A. Andronic, P. Braun-Munzinger, J. Stachel, H. Stocker. Phys. Lett. B 697, 203 (2011)

!

How (hyper-)nuclei can be produced?
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https://journals.aps.org/prc/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevC.21.1301
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269312007204
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269311001006?via=ihub
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Hypertriton lifetime “puzzle”
• Hypertriton (3H) is a bound state of p, n and Λ and the lightest known hypernucleus
• Very small EB

Λ
 (~130 keV) led to the hypothesis that the 3H lifetime is slightly below the free Λ 

lifetime (263.2 ± 2 ps [1]) 

• More representative theoretical predictions 
- first one by Dalitz and Rayet (1966) → ! range 239.3 - 255.5 ps 

- from the work of Congleton (1992) and Kamada (1998) → 232 ps and 256 ps

- recently Gal and Garcilazo (2018) → 213 ps
• Many experiments faced this challenge with different experimental techniques

ALICE Collaboration / Physics Letters B 754 (2016) 360–372 363

Table 2
Summary of systematic uncertainties for the determi-
nation of the proper lifetime of 3

!H +3
!̄

H.

Source Value

Signal extraction method 9%
Tracking efficiency 10%
Absorption 12%
Total 18%

Fig. 3. Measured dN/d(ct) distribution and an exponential fit used to determine 
the lifetime. The bars and boxes are the statistical and systematic uncertainties, 
respectively.

pT > 10 GeV/c is negligible. Different transverse momentum dis-
tributions were used to evaluate the systematic uncertainty related 
to the extrapolation, which was found to be 5%.

To determine the lifetime, the (3
!H +3

!̄
H) sample was divided 

into four intervals in ct = MLc/p, where M is the mass, L the 
decay length, c is the speed of light, and p is the total mo-
mentum. The mass was fixed to the value from the literature 
M = 2.991 GeV/c2 [22]. For the determination of the lifetime, both 
centrality classes 0–10% and 10–50% were used. The signal was 
extracted in the intervals: 1 ≤ ct < 4 cm, 4 ≤ ct < 7 cm, 7 ≤ ct <

10 cm and 10 ≤ ct < 28 cm. To estimate the lifetime, the raw sig-
nal was corrected by the detector acceptance, the reconstruction 
efficiency and the absorption of 3

!H (3
!̄

H) in the material. The same 
dedicated HIJING Monte Carlo simulation and the same procedure 
used to determine the pT dependence of the efficiency were used. 
The sources of systematic uncertainty are shown in Table 2.

An exponential fit was performed to determine the lifetime. The 
dN/d(ct) distribution and the exponential fit are shown in Fig. 3. 
The vertical bars show the statistical uncertainties and the boxes 
represent the systematic uncertainties. The slope of the fit results 
in a proper decay length of cτ =

!
5.4+1.6

−1.2(stat.) ± 1.0(syst.)
"

cm.

The lifetimes of light !-hypernuclei (A ≤ 4) are expected to be 
very similar to that of the free !, if the ! in the hypernucleus 
is weakly bound [33]. The measured lifetimes of light hypernuclei 
such as 3

!H [9,34–40] are not known as precisely as the ! lifetime, 
and theoretical predictions [33,41–48] are scattered over a large 

Fig. 4. 3
!H lifetime (τ ) measured by in this analysis (red diamond) compared with 

published results. The band represents the world average of 3
!H lifetime mea-

surements 
!
τ = 215+18

−16

"
ps, while the dashed line represent the lifetime of ! as 

reported by the Particle Data Group [32]. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this arti-
cle.)

range, too. Recently, a statistical combination of the experimental 
lifetime estimations of 3

!H available in literature was published, 
resulting in an average value τ =

!
216+19

−18

"
ps [49].

With the present data, a lifetime of τ =
!

181+54
−39(stat.) ±

33(syst.)
"

ps has been obtained. It is compared with the previ-

ously published results in Fig. 4. Our result, together with the 
previous ones, was used to re-evaluate the world average of the 
existing results using the same procedure as described in [49]. The 
obtained value, τ =

!
215+18

−16 ps
"

, is shown as a band in Fig. 4. The 
result obtained in this analysis is compatible with the computed 
average.

4. Comparison between experimental yields and theoretical 
models

The product of the pT-integrated yield and the B.R. of the 
3
!H → (3He + π−) decay for 3

!H and 3
!̄

H for two centrality classes 
(0–10% and 10–50%) are reported in Table 3. The systematic uncer-
tainties also include the contribution due to the low pT extrapola-
tion as described in Section 3.

It is possible to compare the pT-integrated 3
!H yield at differ-

ent centralities by scaling them according to the charged-particle 
densities ⟨dNch/dη⟩. For central (0–10%) collisions ⟨dNch/dη⟩ =
1447 ± 39, while for semi-central (10–50%) ⟨dNch/dη⟩ = 575 ± 12. 
The ratio
# !

3
!H+3

!̄
H

"

(0−10%)!
3
!H+3

!̄
H

"

(10−50%)

$

! ⟨dNch/dη⟩(0−10%)

⟨dNch/dη⟩(10−50%)

" = 1.34 ± 0.35(stat.) ± 0.24(syst.) (1)

is compatible with unity within 1σ . The 3
!H (3

!̄
H) production 

scales with centrality like the charged-particle production.

Table 3
pT-integrated 3

!H yield times the B.R. of the 3
!H → (3He + π−) decay, for 3

!H and 3
!̄

H in Pb–Pb collisions at √
sNN = 2.76 TeV for different centrality classes in |y| < 0.5. For each centrality interval the average ⟨dNch/dη⟩ is 

also reported [18].

Centrality ⟨dNch/dη⟩ 3
!H dN/dy × B.R. × 105 3

!̄
H dN/dy × B.R. × 105

0–10% 1447± 39 3.86 ± 0.77(stat.) ± 0.68(syst.) 3.47 ± 0.81(stat.) ± 0.69(syst.)
10–50% 575± 12 1.31 ± 0.37(stat.) ± 0.23(syst.) 0.85 ± 0.29(stat.) ± 0.17(syst.)

Experimental results

• Emulsion and bubble chamber 
experiment results tend to agree with 
free Λ value 
➡ limited number of events satisfying the 

selection criteria → large errors 
• Recent (heavy-ion) experiment results 

are below the free Λ lifetime, but 
consistent with it within uncertainties

!ALICE Collaboration, Phys. Lett. B 754 (2016) 360–372 

! [1] M. Tanabashi et al. (Particle Data Group), Phys. Rev. D 98, 030001 (2018)

Λ

Λ

ALICE measurement in Pb-Pb at √sNN = 2.76 TeV 
2 body mesonic weak decay 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/BF02857527
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0954-3899/18/2/015
https://journals.aps.org/prc/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevC.57.1595
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S037026931930108X?via=ihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269316000575
http://pdg.lbl.gov/index.html
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• General purpose heavy ion experiment 
• Excellent particle identification (PID) capabilities and low material budget 
• Most suited detector at the LHC to study the (anti-)(hyper-)nuclei produced in the collisions 

Inner  
Tracking  
System 
- Vertexing 
- Tracking

Time  
Projection  
Chamber 
- PID via dE/dx (σdE/dx ~ 5.5% in Pb-Pb) 
- Tracking

Time  
Of  
Flight 
- Particle 

Identification 
(PID)  
(σTOF ~ 80 ps 
in Pb-Pb)

V0 
- Centrality

2015 data sample
• Pb-Pb at √sNN = 5.02 

TeV
• 0-90% centrality class
• Nev = ~90 M MB trigger

A Large Ion Collider Experiment
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deuteron and 3He spectra
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• deuteron and 3He spectra measured for different centrality classes 
• Pronounced hardening of deuteron and 3He pT spectra with increasing 

centrality → radial flow
- similar behavior observed also for many other particles (e.g. ", K, p, ɸ,K0

s, Λ, Ω …) 
• pT spectra are fitted with the Blast-Wave [2] function → yield extrapolation to 

unmeasured regions

! ALICE-PUBLIC-2017-006 

! [2] E. Schnedermann et al. Phys. Rev. C 48, 2462 (1993)

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2272148?ln=en
https://journals.aps.org/prc/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevC.48.2462


• d/p ratio does not show discontinuity 
between different colliding systems 
➡ Hint of a unique production mechanism 

depending only on the system size
• Two different regimes: 

1. Increasing: rise at low multiplicity 
compatible with the description of the 
coalescence models 

2. Flat: at high multiplicity there is no 
dependence of the ratio on the multiplicity, 
in agreement with thermal model 
predictions 

3. Suppression(?): still not significant with 
these uncertainties 

• Similar trend observed also for the 
3He/p ratio
- further measurements will better  

constrain the models

�6

Nucleus over proton ratio
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1

2
3?

d/p

3He/p

Thermal-FIST: V. Vovchenko et al., Phys. Lett. B 785, 171-174 (2018)  
Coalescence: K.-J. Sun et al. Phys. Lett. B 792, 132-137 (2019)!

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269318306543
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S037026931930190X
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Coalescence parameter BA
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• The probability to form a nucleus via coalescence can be quantified by the 
coalescence parameter BA: 

- A is the mass number 
- pp = pA/A 

• According to simple coalescence predictions BA is flat in pT: 
- simple coalescence does not describe the trend observed in Pb-Pb collisions 

• The rise in pT becomes milder moving from central to peripheral collisions

BA = EA
d3NA

dp3A
/

✓
Ep

d3Np

dp3p

◆A

! ALICE-PUBLIC-2017-006 

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2272148?ln=en
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Hypertriton reconstruction
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Study of the production and of the lifetime in the accessible decay channels (charged products only)

• (Anti-)hypertriton production studies performed via two charged body decay channel 

• 3He and # tracks identified via specific energy loss in TPC 
• Secondary vertex reconstructed exploiting the algorithm used for the V0 topology



0-10%

10-30%

30-50%
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Hypertriton production
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Production as a function of the charged particle multiplicity:
• dN/dy in three centrality classes (0-10%, 10-30%, 30-50%)
• Increasing trend can be interpreted in the thermal model as related to the volume of the 

created medium
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Hypertriton production
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Production as a function of the charged particle multiplicity:
• dN/dy in three centrality classes (0-10%, 10-30%, 30-50%)
• Increasing trend can be interpreted in the thermal model as related to the volume of the 

created medium
(Anti-)hypertriton Branching Ratio is not precisely known

• only constrained by the ratio between all charged channels containing a pion
• Thermal model predictions done for different B.R. values

- agreement with equilibrium 
thermal model GSI-Heidelberg 
and with Hybrid UrQMD in the 
B.R. range between 0.24 and 0.35 

- non-equilibrium thermal model 
SHARE overestimates the 
production yields by nearly a 
factor 4 for B.R. = 0.25

GSI-Heidelberg: A. Andronic et al. Phys. Lett. B 697, 203 (2011) 
Hybrid UrQMD: J. Steinheimer et al. Phys. Lett. B 714 (2012) 85–91 
SHARE: M. Pétran et al. Phys. Rev. C 88 (3) (2013) 034907

!



• Larger data sample collected in LHC Run2 and improved reconstruction and 
analysis techniques reduced the uncertainties.

• Although describing qualitatively well the particle yields, there is less agreement 
between the thermal model prediction and the particle yields 

• Does the model need further tuning and improvement?
�10

Thermal fit to hadron yields
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!
THERMUS: S. Wheaton, et al., CPC180, 
84 (2009) 

GSI-Heidelberg: A. Andronic, et al., PLB 
697, 203 (2011); PLB 673, 142 (2009) 
142 

SHARE3: G. Torrieri, et al., CPC 167, 
229 (2005); CPC 175, 635 (2006); 
CPC185, 2056 (2014)

Pb-Pb, 
√sNN = 5.02 TeV

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010465508002750?via=ihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010465508002750?via=ihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269311001006?via=ihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269311001006?via=ihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269309001609?via=ihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269309001609?via=ihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010465505000755?via=ihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010465505000755?via=ihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010465505000755?via=ihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010465506002918?via=ihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010465514000812
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Hypertriton lifetime
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The lifetime estimate is performed: 
• using the full data sample of Pb-Pb collisions at √sNN = 5.02 TeV collected in 2015 
• selecting both hypertriton and anti-hypertriton candidates
• using two methods: “ct spectra” (default) and unbinned fit (crosscheck) 

• Exponential fit to the corrected    
dN/ct spectrum for the lifetime 
estimate   

• Result with the highest precision at 
the moment 
- improved resolution with respect to 

the previous result at 2.76 TeV 
• Lifetime estimate with an alternative 

method as a crosscheck 
- agreement within 1σ  
- more details on the unbinned fit in 

ALICE-PUBLIC-2019-003 

τ = 242+ 34
− 38 (stat.) ± 17 (syst.) ps

New!  
arXiv:1907.06906

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2682029
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.06906
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Theoretical prediction

, PRC 57 (1998) 1595et al.H. Kamada 

R.H. Dalitz, M. Rayet, Nuo. Cim. 46 (1966) 786

J. G. Congleton, J. Phys G Nucl. Part. Phys. 18 (1992) 339

A. Gal, H. Garcilazo, PLB 791 (2019) 48-53
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Hypertriton lifetime
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New!  
arXiv:1907.06906

ALICE result shown together with previous experimental results obtained also with 
different techniques: 

• compatible with the free Λ lifetime and with the available theoretical predictions within 
even only the statistical uncertainty → can we still talk about a puzzle? 

• average lifetime                       computed including the new result and following the 
method from [3] 

Further improvements will come from ALICE upgrade for LHC Run3 and Run4

τ = 206+ 15
− 13 ps

! [3] C. Rappold et al., Phys. Lett. B 728, 543–548 (2014)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.06906
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269313010125?via=ihub
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Conclusions and perspectives

Production 

• Both thermal and coalescence models can describe particular aspects of 
(hyper-)nuclei measurements in three different collision systems

• Huge experimental effort is going on to provide more precise results to 
investigate a possible unified description of nucleosynthesis

• Theoretical predictions are needed especially for comparison with small 
systems 
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Conclusions and perspectives

Production 

• Both thermal and coalescence models can describe particular aspects of 
(hyper-)nuclei measurements in three different collision systems

• Huge experimental effort is going on to provide more precise results to 
investigate a possible unified description of nucleosynthesis

• Theoretical predictions are needed especially for comparison with small 
systems 

Lifetime puzzle 

• Latest ALICE result at 5.02 TeV is the most precise and is closer to the 
theoretical expectation → this raises the question “can we still talk about a 
puzzle?”

• In the next LHC Run3 and Run4 ALICE is expected to collect a larger data 
sample to reduce the statistical uncertainty below 5%

• Challenge, faced by other experiments, to measure the lifetime and also the 
Λ binding energy with higher precision



Thank you for your attention!
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Backup
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ALICE Upgrade: Nuclei and hypernuclei
• Expected yields (nuclei) and significance (hypernuclei) in 0-10% central Pb-Pb collisions in 

Run 3+4 as a function of the integrated minimum bias luminosity 
- more details in CERN Yellow Report 
- hypertriton lifetime (Sec. 3.2.3, page 27) 

�16

! arXiv:1812.06772 ! arXiv:1812.06772

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2650176?ln=en
https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.06772
https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.06772
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ALICE Upgrade: Nuclei and hypernuclei
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! CERN Yellow Report, arXiv:1812.06772

• Top: predictions for the coalescence parameters for (hyper-)nuclei with A = 3, 4 from the Blast-Wave 
+ GSI-Heidelberg thermal statistical model and nucleon coalescence as a function of the radius (R) 
of the particle emitting source.   

• Middle: relative statistical uncertainty achievable with a minimum bias Pb-Pb Lint = 10 nb-1 and the 
upgraded ALICE detector (in red) compared to those from the Run 2 measurements (in black)   

• Bottom: model-discrimination power of the Run 3 and 4 measurements in terms of Nσ, considering 
sigma as the sum in quadrature of the statistical (shown in middle panels) and systematic 
(assuming relative 10% and 20% uncertainties) uncertainties. 

- Model curves from           
Phys. Rev. C 99, (2019) 
054905

- For each (hyper-)nucleus, 
the radius r considered by 
the coalescence model is 
reported in the legend.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.06772
https://journals.aps.org/prc/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevC.99.054905
https://journals.aps.org/prc/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevC.99.054905
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Lifetime: Unbinned fit

! ALICE-PUBLIC-2019-003
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/2682029
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/2682029
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to define the signal range and the 
sidebands

• Fit in the sidebands with two 
exponential is performed 
(background)

• Fit in the signal range for the lifetime 
estimate 

- signal: exponential function 
multiplied for the efficiency

- background: from the sidebands 
fit

Lifetime value estimate

Lifetime: Unbinned fit

τ = 240+ 40
− 31 (stat.) ± 23 (syst.) ps

New!  
arXiv:1907.06906
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• Thermal model successful in reproducing the particle yields measured in Pb-Pb 
collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV → (anti-)(hyper-)nuclei included in the fit 

• This result suggests that (hyper-)nuclei production happens at the hadronisation
• The present formulation of thermal model seems to properly describe the 

particle production in A-A collisions 

ALICE Collaboration, Nucl. Phys, A 971 
(2018) 1-20 

√sNN = 2.76 TeV
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Thermal fit to hadron yields
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Theory
The centrality of the collision is defined by the absolute value of the impact parameter 
vector b

Most central collision ⟺ Smallest b
Experimentally
It is possible to correlate the charged particle multiplicity to an impact parameter value 
by fitting data with predictions from Glauber model 

- centrality class defined as percentile of the total cross-section

V0M amplitude (arb. units)
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Centrality of a collision
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Collision systems at the LHC

Pb-Pb

√sNN

2.76 TeV
5.02 TeV
5.44 TeV

p-Pb 

Pb-p

p-p

Study of the hot 
and dense matter

Study of nuclear 
matter effects

Reference for 
measurements in 
other systems

Study of these three collision systems is fundamental to improve our knowledge of 
hadronisation and strong interaction at extreme regimes of energy density

√sNN

0.9 TeV
2.76 TeV

5 TeV
7 TeV
13 TeV

√sNN

5.02 TeV
8.16 TeV

Xe-Xe
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ALICE luminosity

System Year(s) √sNN (TeV) Lint

Pb-Pb
2010-2011 2.76 ~ 75 μb−1

2015 5.02 ~ 250 μb−1

2018 5.02 ~ 0.9 nb−1

Xe-Xe 2017 5.44 ~ 0.3 μb−1

�30Stefano Trogolo INPC 2019 -  Glasgow

System Year(s) √sNN (TeV) Lint

p-Pb
2013 5.02 ~ 250 μb−1

2016 5.02, 8.16 ~ 3 nb−1, ~ 25 nb−1

System Year(s) √sNN (TeV) Lint

p-p
2009 - 2013 0.9, 2.76, 7, 8

~ 200 μb−1,  
~ 100 nb−1, ~ 1.5 pb−1, 

~ 2.5 pb−1

2015, 2017 5.02 ~ 1.3 pb−1

2015-2018 13 ~ 59 pb−1



3H lifetime knowledgeΛ
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